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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

Mr/s February 25, 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: Kamal A. Manoly, Chief 
Civil & Engineering Mechanics Section 
Mechanical & Civil Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

FROM: olvi-neheng-lh Wu 
"Civil & Engineering Mechanics Section 
Mechanical & Civil Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT - ASME CODE MEETINGS 

I attended the ASME Section III Working Group on Piping Design (WGPD) committee meeting 
on Monday, December 13, 1999, in New Orleans, Louisiana. On Tuesday, December 14, 1999, 
I attended the ASME Section III Working Group on Component Supports meeting. On 
Wednesday, December 15, 1999, 1 attended the ASME Section III Subgroup Design meeting 
(for Keith Wichman). The following summarizes the items that are considered to be of interest 
to the NRC.  

I. WORKING GROUP ON PIPING DESIGN 

1. There are three Code Cases up for renewal: N-122, N-318, and N-155. The first two, 
which concern welded attachments, were on hold pending resolution of the seismic 
rules. Since they will not be resolved soon, the WG voted to reaffirm these Code 
Cases. I voted to reaffirm since these two code cases were approved by the staff and 
are included in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.184. N-155 is on fiberglass reinforced pipe. It 
was reaffirmed with comments such that the Code Case is not being used much and 
there is little interest in it. This is consistent with the NRC staff position that the Code 
Case is acceptable for inclusion in RG 1.184 subject to additional requirements 
specified in RG 1.72, "Spray Pond Piping Made from Fiberglass-Reinforced 
Thermosetting. Interest: Imbro, Manoly, Wichman 

2. WGPD-415, "Incorporation of Lug and Trunnion Code cases into a Non-Mandatory 
Appendix" - The Code Cases include N-122, N-318, N-391, and N-392. This item has 
been on hold pending re3olution of the seismic rules. Minichiello said we should 
incorporate the Code Cases now, as the seismic rules may take years to decide.  
Glickstien said. we should not make technical changes in the proposed non-mandatory 
appendix, just incorporate the Cases as is. Cole to submit the proposal to Hill for letter 
ballot. The proposal should put stress limits in if they are different from the current 
Code. Interest: Imbro, Manoly, Wichman, Hartzman 
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3. WGPD-416, More Rigorous Analysis. This is an inquiry item proposing use of more 
rigorous analysis methods (similar to those in NB-3200) for Class 2/3 components.  
Haupt reported that he was having difficulty coming up with a proposal on how to allow 
more rigorous analysis methods in Class 2/3. There is a question whether the more 
rigorous methods need to preserve the same factor of safety, and whether the 
fabrication and examination rules would also need to be more rigorous. If NB-3200 is 
used, it involves stress terms that are not defined in Class 2. Landers said you should 
be able to use the Class 2/3 equations but instead of using the SIFs, do a detailed 
analysis to determine the stress from the moments. Landers will write up a proposal 
and send it to Haupt to format. Interest: Manoly, Fair, Wichman, Hartzman 

4. WGPD-290, SIF Determination by Test. This item proposed an addition to Appendix II to 
provide criteria for determining SIFs by test (Attachment 1). Antaki has incorporated 
comments that were collected previously and in the September 1999 meeting. Slagis 
wrote that when testing in the inelastic range, the moment arm must match that used in 
Markl's tests. The consensus was that this was not necessary as long as the moment 
arm is long enough to not have shear effects. Also, Sills suggested adding the words, 
"the pressure should be sufficient to determine leakage, such as." Antaki mentioned 
that the figure needs to be extended horizontally. It was moved to adopt the Appendix 
with editorial changes, the extended figure, and Sills' words about the test pressure.  
Also the note in 11-2240 was moved under (b). The motion was unanimously approved.  
Interest: Manoly, Fair, Wichman, Hartzman 

5. WGPD-305, "SAM Rules," address the SAM effects included in Equation 9. This item 
had been on hold pending outcome of the seismic rules. There is a concern that if no 
OBE analysis is done and there are non-reversing loads, SAM won't get checked. This 
would happen when OBE is less than 1/3 of SSE since the current NRC guidance allows 
the Design Specification writer to eliminate OBE if it is less than 1/3 of SSE. WG 
decided to take the item forward, as the concern about no OBE analysis being done is a 
regulatory issue, which should not dictate Code rules. This item will not be combined 
with item WGPD-425 as had been previously agreed in the September 1999 meeting.  
Consequently, the item WGPD-425, "Inquiry on Non-Reversing Loads," which had been 
put on hold pending outcome of the seismic rules, was also unanimously agreed to bring 
it forward. Interest: Manoly, Fair, Wichman, Hartzman 

6. Professor Vernon Matzen of NC State University presented the status of his work on B2 indices (Attachment 2). He found that the B2 for elbows using different shape stress
strain curves was relatively independent of the shape of the curve. However, for a thin 
wall pipe, the index is affected by the yield stress used, due to ovalization. He also 
found that the margin between collapse moment and Code for the component is equal 
to the margin for straight pipe. He plans to do out-of-plane moment testing, and look at 
different materials, pressure, and other components. Interest: Chen, Fair, Manoly, 
Wichman, Hartzman, Chokshi 

7. Ralph Hill gave a presentation on the use of Mesa Vista which is a Web-based project 
management software. This software is designed for use by ASME staff and members 
of Subcommittee Nuclear Power, Subgroup Design and Working Group Piping. A user
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manual was handed out (Attachment 3). Hirschberg will post the membership 
addresses and phone numbers on Mesa Vista. Interest: Manoly, Wichman, Hartzman 

I1. Working Group Supports 

1 . Pete Deubler indicated that Mark Bressler and Ron Haupt will both allow their 
memberships in the committee to expire and that approval of B31.1 allowable revision is 
expected. This will probably not be published in the 2000 Edition. A factor of safety of 
3.5 will be used for supports since Section If, Part D is based on the 3.5 safety factor.  
Nguyen noted that according to the Federal Register, the NRC has adopted the addition 
of the 96 Edition, with exceptions concerning the use of new seismic rules and socket 
weld sizes. Interest: Imbro, Manoly, Wichman 

2. NF-265, "Relocation of Appendix K." This item proposed to relocate Appendix K from 
the non-mandatory appendices to NF. Jean Claude Hannart volunteered to do this task.  
Hennart has worked upsome editorial changes for this item, but it has overlap with NF
272. Uma Bandyopadhay was assigned to provide information to Hannart for this task.  
Uma presented proposed changes to NF-4221, NF-4222 and Appendix K (Attachment 
4). It was voted to combine NF-4221, 4222 and NF4223 into one paragraph and 
marked up as shown in the attachment. Interest: Manoly, Fair, Wichman, Hartzman 

3. NF-274, "Lamellar Tearing Provisions in NF-3000." This item is a part of NF-245 which 
proposed deleting Figure NF-4441-2, modifying Figure NF-4441-1, and adding the 
concern of lamellar tearing. Jean-Claude Hennart provided a markup (Attachment 5) of 
proposed "Consideration of Lamellar Tearing," to be inserted in NF-3256.2, NF-3256.4 
and NF-3324.5. This markup provision enhances the weld joint and was approved by 
the committee. Interest: Manoly, Fair, Wichman, Hartzman 

I1l. Subgroup Design 

1 . The September 1999 meeting minutes was passed unanimously. Chairmen for WGPD, 
WGNF, WG Vessel, Enviromental Effect, and SWGSR gave reports on their 
memberships. WGPD will add one member, WGNF will drop two members and add 
one; Pump will lose one. WG on Valves has trouble recruiting new members. WG 
Vessel will have new NRC member. Interest: Imbro, Manoly, Wichman, Hartzman 

2. Dr. David Jone briefly described the environmental effect on Fatigue Strength in 
response to the Subgroup Design's request for input, as it relates to one of NRC areas 
of concerns (Attachment 6). Further background information can be found in 
NUREG/CR-6582, "assessment of Pressurized Water Reactor Primary System Leak." 
Attachment 7 is Subgroup Fatigue Strength response to Slagis's previous comments.  
Interest: Imbro, Manoly, Fair, Wichman, Hartzman 

3. Hiroe Kobayashi presented the results of a revised ABACUS model to simulate Test #37 
(Run 5) using shell element (Attachment 8). The new analysis provided a better match 
the Test 37 Run 5 displacement. Kaoayashi indicated that the model was expensive to 
run and therefore they did not use it to extrapolate Run 5 to off resonance conditions.  
The Japanese also concluded that the previous analysis using elbow element provides
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adequate results for off resonance conditions. Interest: Imbro, Chen, Manoly, Fair, 
Wichman, Hartzman 

5. Ralph Hill gave a presentation on Mesa Visa. This is same as item 1.7 above.  

Attachment: As stated 
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H1-2000 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF STRESS INTENSIFICATION 
FACTORS 

This Appendix presents an experimental method to determine stress intensification factors (SIF) of piping 
components for use in the design of piping systems in accordance with subsections NC/ND-3600.  

11-2100 Definitions 

Stress Intensification Factor: A fatigue strength reduction factor which is the ratio of the elastically 
predicted bending moment producing fatigue failure in a given number of cycles in a butt weld on a 
straight pipe of nominal dimensions, to that producing failure in the same number of cycles in the 
component under consideration.  

11-2200 Test Procedure 

11-22 10 Test Equipment 

A schematic of a test arangement is given in Fig, 11-2210-1.  

(a) The machine framework must be sufficiently stiff to prevent anchor rotations.  
(b) The pipe component shall be mounted close to the fixed end of the test assembly, but no closer than 

two pipe diameters.  
(c) The free end shall be hinged in a slide capable of applying a fully reversible displacement 
(d) The test equipment shall be calibrated to read displacements with an accuracy of 1% of the imposed 

displacement amplitude.  

11-2220 Test Specimen 

The test specimen shall be ASTM SA 106 Grade B pipe and equivalent plates and forgings, otherwise 
the rules of 11-2410 apply.  
The fabrication, welding and examinations of the tested components shall be the same as will be followed 
in fabrication of the component pr.ede.in Weld contours should be 

representative of those intended to be used in fabrication.  

11-2230 Applied Moment 

(a) The test specimen shall be placed in the test configuration and displacements shall be applied in steps 
to obtain a load-displacement plot analogous to that shown in Fig. 11-2230-1. At least five points 
must be recorded in the linear region of the plot.  

(b) The loading sequence shall be stopped i eipte when the recorded load-displacement is no longer 
agnd1299.doc 11/14/99 1
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linear.  
(c) The specimen must then be unloaded, following the same recording sequence as 

during loading.  
(d) The linear region of the load-displacement curve and its straight line extension will be used in 

determining the force F. in 11-2300.  

11-2240 Cycles to Leakage 

(a) The test specimen shall be placed in the test configuration and pressurized with water at 15 psig to 
100 psig.  

(b) The specimen shall be subjected to fully reversed cyclic displacements until a visible through-wall leak 
develops in the component or its weld to the pipe.  

(c) The fully reversible displacements shall be applied at a frequency not to exceed 120 cycles per 
minute.  

(d) The number of cycles N at which the leak occurred shall be recorded. The cyclic displacements shall 
be selected such that failure occurs in a minimum of N = 500 cycles, and preferably 1000 cycles, of 
reversed displacements.  

Note: Other equivalent methods of through-wall crack detection are permissible.

agndI299.doc 11/14/99 2
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11-2300 STRESS INTENSIFICATION FACTOR

Attachment I 
Page i of 7

11-2310 Calculated lkake Stress

(a) The distance L between the point of applied displacement and the leak point is measured.  
(b) The imposed displacement is entered on the load-displacement curve established in 11-2230, and the 

corresponding force is noted as Fe.  
(e) The applied moment at leakage MK is to be calculated as 

M, =FL

where
K = applied elastic moment amplitude at leakage, in-lb 
F, = force corresponding to the applied displacement, read on the straight line of Fig. 11-2230-1, 
Ib 
L = distance between the point of applied displacement and the leak point, in the direction 
vernendicular to the imposed displacement, in

(M The leakagees -iso 
moment at leakage is

sweeialed .elastically calculated stress amplitude corresnonding to the elastic

Me 

z

where
S = leakage stress, psi 
Z = section modulus as defined in 11-2320, in3

11-2320 Section Modulus

The value of the section modulus (Z) used in calculating the leakage stress in 11-2310 shall be that 
intended to be used in design. -It ..... . -f th. mthn pipe The sectin modulus of the matchin7, 
pipe is typically used in design. If the leakage stress is computed using Z other than that of the matching 
pipe, the manner in which Z is computed must be explicitly specified in the definition of the stress

intensification factor, and the desiga stress m... be e 
value of Z at the same location shall be used in design

!eeanie. The

11-2330 Stress Intensification Factor

The stress intensification factor is established as 

agnd 1299.doc
11/14/99 3
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C 
S(Nb

where
i = stress intensification factor 
C = material constant; 245,000 psi for a carbon steel test specimen 
S = leakage stress, psi 
N = number of stress reversals to failure 
b = material exponent; 0.2 for a carbon steel test specimen 

11-2340 Number of Test Specimens

(a) The value of the stress intensification factor i shall be the average value from several, preferably a 
minimum of four, cyclic displacement tests.  

(b) Where less than four tests are conducted, the calculated stress intensification factor i shall be 
increased by a factor Ci given in Table 11-2340-1.  

Table 11-2340-1 
Stress Intensification Increase Factor

Number of Test Increase Factor Ci 

Specimens 
1 1.2 
2 1.1 
3 1.05 

>Ž4 1.0

11-2350 Directional Stress Intensification Factors 

(a) For non-axisymmetric components, a directional stress intensification factor shall be established 
independently for each direction of bending.  

(b) Where the design Code requires the use of a single stress intensification factor, the largest value from 
the directional stress intensification factors shall be used.  

11-2360 Variable Amplitude Test

agnd 1299.doc
11/14/99 4
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Ifthe applied displacement amplitude is changed during a cyclic test, the number of cycles to leakage shall 
be determined by 

N = Y [(ji JIbN+N, 

where 
N = equivalent number of stress reversal cycles to leakage, at amplitude xj.  
Ni, Nj = number of stress reversal cycles at amplitudes xi , Xj.  
N., iS = amplitudes of displacement applied during Ni , Nj cycles, in 

11-2400 VARIATIONS IN MATERIALS AND GEOMETRY 

11-2410 Material Constant and Material Exponent 

When using a teat test specimen made of Code listed materials other than carbon steel, a new material 
constant C and material exponent b must shall be established as follows: 

(a) A butt welded test specimen of the tested material shall be fabricated and tested same in accordance I 
with 11-2200.  

(b) The cyclic test of 11-2230 shall be repeated for a minimum of eight specimens subject to different 
applied displacements.  

(c) The pairs of values (N,S) shall be plotted on log-log scale.  
(d) The material constant C and the material exponent b shall be obtained by tracing a best estimate 

straight line through the (NS) points, in the form 

C 
S(Nb) 

11-2420 Geometric Similarity 

(a) The stress intensification factor derived from the tests is applicable to components that are 
geometrically similar within 20% of .maet gcc..eric zimilaity to3- of the dimensions of the test I 
specimens.  

(b) Dimensional extrapolations other than in (a) shall be identified in the test report, along with their

agnd 1299.doc
11/14/99 5
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technical justification.

Attachment I 
Page 6 of 7

11-2500 TEST REPORT 

A test report shall be prepared and certified to meet the requirements of this Appendix by a Professional 
Engineer competent in the design and analysis of pressure piping systems. The test report shall be 
complete and written to facilitate an independent review. The report shall contain: 

(a) Description of the tested specimens.  
(b) Nominal pipe and fitting size and dimensions and actual cross sectional dimensions of importance in 

interpreting the test results.  
(c) Description and photographs or sketches of the test equipment, including positioning of the test 

specimens in the machine.  
(d) Calibration of the test equipment This information may be provided by reference.  
(e) Certified nMaterial test reports for the tested component, including mill-test value of yield and I 

ultimate strength.  
(0) Component and component-to-pipe weld examinations where they are required by the construction 

Code, with certification of Code compliance of the welds.  
(g) Loading and unloading load-displacement points and line, in accordance with 11-2230.  
(h) Values of material constants C and b, section modulus Z, number of cycles to leakage N, length to 

leakage point L, force Fe and moment MK for each test.  
(i) Derivation of the stress intensification factor i for each test.  
(j) Description, and photograph(s) or sketch(es) of the leakage location.  
(k) Justification for geometrical similarity, if any, in accordance with 11-2420.  

agndl 299.doc 11/14/99 6
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

ASME Boiler. & Pressure Vessel Code

Equation (9): 
B PD 0 

where 2t

SMIDo. ""- S...  

B, :< 1o.5S m, ... zi.

B , stress magnitude due to a limit load 
S -_ nominal stress due to a limit load 

NB-3683.7: for elbows 
1.30 B 2 =- but not < 1.0 h %3
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY

Code-defined collapse: Elbow Example 

ad-Elbow 
opening mode 

Elbow closing mode 

Displacement

Lc

NC STATE UNIVERSITY

Procedure for Obtaining B2 for any component

Note: Procedure must give B2=l for a straight pipe
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY

True Stress - True Strain
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

2"Sch4o Elbow, •I-plane Closuq 2"Sch4O Elbow, In.pbam.Closlba 
dtsplacement control Rotation control 

39M0 000 

300000 

2500. 300no 

S.... 
FA-ASTM Cur.e 20000 Soo FEA-Power Curve . E C 

0 0 
0 I 2 3 4 0 0.1 0.2 o.3 0.4 oS 

Ralatiye End Displacement (in) Relative End Rotation Rad. ) 
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

Test Data vs. FEA for Straight Pipe 

Stra i ht Pipe (Di= 19.5) Straight Pipe (D/t=35.7) 
1.212 

a .... N m 
-0.6 0.6.  

0.4 T De 0.4 T ot Data o. .... oE -FE 
0.ý2 [ E J0.2 

0 
0 0. 1 ijs 0 0.5 1 1.I 

where, Kc - curvature, 1c, - t/)o2,' M - moment, M -- SAZ.p 

ITest Data lleftmnc Test specintens: 
e Geometric chracters: D .ml.25 in. LJ D, -24.0 uGgTust D.seatonOfUT a Austin, Material: aluminum shell August, 1991 ,dice: pmre bending
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

2' WcIN Elbow 
b-Pbs..cbebeig moment qtotoft

da

0 s.es 0.) 
0.3*0.. (Ru. I

II

14 ATE UNIVERSITY I

B2 values using different shapes of a-e curves 
sduh"gM B.  

(CO&SoS. L abin) I) 
GxUh*Wmm13 

ZSdo16 ASM~rw 2 9W 26,W. 112 

FPbw Gazw~06 5 LU 

EM~ 4Ng 3*7 11

EoFjdIn
WIM4 

Mw7

3FXj 
34M1
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7~-% 
i5x7
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY I 

Margin como SM CL, comp 

M coe, comp 

_ McLcomp 
- (syz1B2)Lm M CL. comp 

SyZ B 2,comp, Normalized 

M CL, comp M CL S.P.  

S yZ MCLcomp Our Definition 

M MC Ls.P.  

SFz

- Margin straight Pipe 14

NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

B2 values using different values of Sy 

Sdudue ale MCL MCLbO. B0.  

ASIlMOvw) 0)n) 

zSdtim O S. "11 26,52 L139 

TfA S, 7S. 2M7 6 1'2 LW 
8'Vh5 oCdeSy.s. 1(6,W74 31.719 .25 

TetS,~, 389M % 

Code and Experimental Values of Sy and So 

Coe ,(ksi) S. (ksl) Code 25.0 7U 

Experiment $3.2 89.4 
13
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

Future Work - Monotonic 
1. Out-of-plane test, analysis and reconciliation 

2. Use of other materials, sizes and schedules 
3. Effect of internal pressure 

4. Effect of flange location 

5. Effect of elevated temperature 

6. Definition and calculation of B1 

7. Consideration of other components such as tees 
and branches.  

15 

NC STATE UNIVERSITY 

Future Work - Cyclic 
"° Cyclic tests at both low and high level.  
"* Reconciliation of test results with FEA results.  
"* Preliminary investigation of collapse definitions.  

16
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ASME CODES AND STANDARDS 
REDESIGN PILOT PROJECT 

USERS MANUAL

Attachment 3 
Page of

This manual is designed for use by 
ASME Staff and members of 
Subcommittee Nuclear Power, 
Subgroup Design, and Working 
Group Piping.  

For additional information, contact: 
Ralph Hill, INEEL at 
hillrs@inel.gov or 301-916-2545

. . .. ... ............. ... . . ....... .... .

Web-based Colaboratlon, Project Management, and Integration 
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*2~dIIEWProjectSebection Badck4 

W Y ,Administrative Tools HlLT, RALPH ('lrs) 
This folder contains the SC Ifl TracldngLsi Sectio• a & X] 

DJ -Code Case Lcistin& Subcommitte M Personel Roster Database, 
"nd other files applicable to Subcommittee IMend its 
subordinate committees.  

Letter Ballots Hui, RALPH Oam) 
a El This project folder is for Letter BaUots initiated bySC I.  

Subgroup and Woddng Group initiated letter ballots will be found in their respective project folders.  

SC-rn Proiect Database HI=.. RALPH Cailks) 
"Folder contins database for SC Mi and subordinate committee 

S•1 !PK1 proects. The database include the Project Initiation Form and 
the que•yfeature which dynanucally generates taclunglits.  
ALL NEW PROJECTS MUST START HERE.  

SC Nuclear Power HILL, RALPH Chillrs) 
khi*C • Folder includes projects assigned to the subconmmttee, items 

unique to the subcommiuttee (e.g., letter ballots, agendas, 
minutes, and other subcommittee business).  

...o .. 34 ,,, -2 _.14J

PAGE LAYOUT 
The functions in Mesa/Vista are arranged on a number of pages. Figures I 

and 2 show the Project Selection page for the ASME pilot project. Each page 
is composed of three areas: 
-The Work Space Menu is permanently displayed in a column down the left 
side of the browser's window. It contains buttons to perform the most often 
used functions: Working Documents, Notices, Action Items, Personal 
Workspace, Projects, Global Data, Search. Administration, Help, and About 
Mesa/Vista.  

*The top area is a Page Header Navigation Bar that is fixed at the top of 
every page. If SG-Design SC III is selected from the Project Selection page of 
Fig. 2, the Folders page for the project is displayed, Figs. 3 and 4. The page 
header navigation bar at the top of Fig. 3 is split into three sections. The left 
section displays the project name. Detailed project information and the project 
hierarchy can be displayed by clicking the information icon "i" and the project 
hierarchy icon "*", respectively. The middle section is the title of the page 
currently displayed. The right section is the button bar for navigating 
backwards.  
-The lower area is the Body and displays the contents of the function 
requested.
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- ' ~~Project Selection .'i 
'n fl Project folderisfor Letter eots sahted by SUIn A 

Wa~datSubgroup and Wotking roup initisted letter ballots Vill be 
found intheirsespectiys project folders.  

SC-rn Project Database HILL, RAMP Cz~fls) 
Folder contains database for SC Mend4 subordinate committee 

UNprtoecsThe datase include the Prcject Initiatiopn Fr n 

ALL NEW PROZCTS MUST START HERE 
SC Nuclear Power HILL, RALPH (hillks) 

Folder includes projects assigned to the subcommittee, items 
unique to the subcommoittee (e.g., letter ballots, agendas, 
minutes, and other subcommittee business).  

SG-Desjig SC MIIHILIRALPH (bibs) 
- ~Folder includes projects assigned to the subgroup, itemw 10 anunque to the subgroup (e.g., letter ballots agendas, minutes, 
M ~and other subgroup business).  

WG-Pm SG-D-SC mMIU~RAPH~hiUUrs 
Folder includes projects assigned to the wolddog group, items 
unique to the workting group (e.g, letter ballots, agendas.  

M"bt Dd. mIntes, n te ol group business.  

PROJECTS 
The Project Selection page, Figs. 1 and 2, displays a list of the projects of 

which a user is a member. The projects are displayed in alphabetical order by 
name, with the ASME or other graphic to the left and the project description to 
the right.  

To see detailed descriptions of all the projects, the user clicks on the down 
triangle icon " I " at the left of the table heading. The detail display shows the 
same information as the brief display, plus the detailed description and project 
leader. Figures 1 and 2 provide a detailed display of all projects that are part of 
the ASME pilot project. To switch back to the brief display, the user clicks on 
the up triangle " ' " at the left of the table heading.

3
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NOTIFICATION 
Notification is a method used to alert users that an item they are interested 

in has been added, changed or deleted. A user is registered to receive 
notification of changes with any data source, folder or project. Registering 
with a folder or project causes the user to be notified by e-mail if anything 
contained in the folder or project is updated.
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LieKC Ydl ew Qao ormet je 

= hng se a&4 

E-Mail e fhlllran.gov " 

' I:" Telephone: 1301-916-2545 

Browse-;. 1 
PasmoriL 

Password Again: 

Preferences 
Details: r Hide r- Show 

-Hierarchies: r- Frames r Floati.  
Button Bars: r Icon " Text '" Icon and Text 

Pia• Project/Folder Icons: C Hide Show 

Notifications via E-Mail: ( None r Brief r- Full 
. ..1 Opening Page: Proects, 

MAINTAIN USER DATA 
Users can change their password and other contact information by clicking 

on the "i" icon by their User ID at top of the Work Space Menu on the left 
hand side of the screen.  

The User can also specify the Opening Page that appears after User ID and 
Password are entered.

5
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;o. DOesSc III Folders, PUs 4.- e .  
UL.J khistorxcal ýSUU Minutes ± 

SG- D y9-99 Minutes Rp 
Demon inn These mianutes are subjct to approval and ate fbr committee use only. They wre 

not to be duplicated or quoted for other than committee business.  
* SGD OVen Item List 

memo The database was updated 1 1-15-99.  
summitry of SGD LB 99-14. 15. 16'and 17 Results 4cBie• 

i•e~t t,,-. "This file contiens a summary of voting and commentsreceivedfor bothballots MAi- approved wi% comument and unapproved. It is in HTM• and is 4 pages. Orinal 
letter ballot proposals can be found at: 
ht/Apww.ame.ortgcns/co€ittnenesgd3GMt1otstm 

Pasm.l SGD LB 9 9 -14a" NB-3600-4000 Inconsistencies 

a ,- r M WOPiping item PD.337.Cll and PD.253c. SOD LB 99-14 had3 comrments and I I& Kunapproved. Steve Sills has revise d to respond to SOD b allot. This folder includes 
revised proposal and letter ballot che cklist. BAL.LTS DUE BY 10/2299.  

* .0) SGDLB 99-15a. NC and ND-3673-2. Theta nom 
I temforwadedfrom WO PingD.344).SO'DLB 99.15had2 comments andO unapproved. John Mirichielno has revised to respond to SOD ballot. This folder 0,d DIU includes revised proposal and letter ballot chekltist. BALLOTS DUE BY 10122/99.  

FOLDERS PAGE 
By clicking on either a project name or the graphic, the Folders page for that project is displayed. Figure 5 is a partial view of the Folders page for the 

SG-Design SC III project.  
To the left of the project name on the Folders page are two icons. Clicking 

the information icon 'T' displays the Display Project page. Figure 6 displays 
detailed information about the SG-Design SC III project and provides access to 
the project configuration.  

The project hierarchy icon * displays the Project Hierarchy page. It is displayed in another frame and shows the entire project at a glance. Figure 7 displays the hierarchy for all folders and files contained in the SG-Design SC III project. The Project Hierarchy page is used as a shortcut -- to navigate directly to a specific data source page. Both icons can also be found next to the 
project name in the header.

6
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DISPLAYING PROJECT INFORMATION 
The Display Project page, Fig. 6, shows the project name, the project leader and the icon associated with the project. It also displays a set of buttons for 

changing the membership of the project, producing reports and metrics, 
exporting the project to a backup file and other configuration options. Below 
the buttons, the history of changes made to the project is displayed. The 
second row of buttons is controlled by the user's authorization. A user must 
have Change authorization to see these buttons. The Project Leader and users 
with Administration authorization automatically have Change authorization, 
and can see these buttons.
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PROJECT HIERARCHY 
The project hierarchy icon * displays the Project Hierarchy page. It is displayed in another frame and shows the entire project at a glance. Figure 7 displays the hierarchy for all folders and files contained in the SG-Design SC 

IXi project. The Project Hierarchy page is used as a shortcut -- to navigate 
directly to a specific data source page. Both icons can also be found next to the 
project name in the header.
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W ,!!. Deseriptiot: Enter Description of Data Source 

M Action Items r Project Manager 

r jArchie r • Project Manager Report 

ra.. C DI rc~ Meetings 

r Checkhst r Risk Manager 

Cr ZIDiscussion r ( Rose 

- i oFile r-., & A ,LT 

DATA SOURCES 
A data source is the generic term used to mean any file, folder, diagram, 

chart, note, etc., that is stored and maintained in the folder hierarchy. Data 
sources can be either specific to a project (local) or span multiple projects 
(global). Local data sources could be system requirements, project plan. design 
specification, etc. Global data sources might be company operating 
procedures, handbooks. etc.  

Typical data sources used by the ASME pilot project include meeting 
minutes and agendas, tracking lists, proposed changes to the Code. letter ballot "checklists", and the Section III Project Initiation Form. Use of the Mesa/Vista 
environment for letter balloting and for initiation and tracking committee 
action items are the key functions in support of the ASME redesign project.  

Data sources can be added into any folder by clicking the New button. The 
button is only visible if a user has Add or Administrator authorization.  
Clicking the New button brings up the Add Data Source to Folder page, Fig.  
8. Adding a data source is a 2 step - 2 page process. In the first step the type of 
data source is selected and given a name.

9
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ADD DATA SOURCE (cont.) 
After completing the first page, clicking the Set Details button brings up the 

second page, Fig. 9, of Add Data Source. During the second step, the user sets 
the icon associated with the data source, the data source status, and fields 
specific to the type of data source selected. For example. the File type requires 
selecting a document from the user's client machine. A user may also elect to 
place a file under Change Management (see below). With the required fields 
filled in, clicking on the Add Data Source button adds the data source to the 
folder.
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VIEW DATA SOURCE 
The details of a data source are displayed by clicking on the information icon "'T next to the data source. The View Data Source Information page displays information on who created the data source, its type, scope, status, etc. Options are also provided for manipulating this data. The options displayed depend upon the type of data source and the user's authorization.  Figure 10 is the View Data Source Information page for SGD LB 99-19 (Checklist). Options related to committee letter ballots are discussed in the section on Checklists.
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LETTER BALLOT CHECKLISTS 
The ASME pilot project uses the checklist data source feature (see Fig. 8) of to implement a web-based letter ballot process. Proposed Code changes and a letter ballot "checklist" are combined into a Folder page. Fig. I I is the Folder page for SGD LB 99-19 (Checklist). This folder was accessed from the SG

Design SC III project Folder page shown in Fig. 5.  
Figs. 12 and 13 display the proposed change and the letter ballot.
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"- N• d.D - m [ .ei 4t |! +-: Top : 
S' i Do you approve the LB 99-19 proposed Code chves? 

haswez . Yes t' No 

Mi 

LETTER BALLOT CHECKLISTS (cont.) 
Fig. 13 displays the letter ballot. Comments for unapproved ballots or ballots approved with comments can be made in two ways. Comments less 

than 256 characters can be made in the Reason section of the ballot. For 
longer comments, the MesalVista Discuss feature is used (see Fig. 15).
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"es: 66%
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LETTER BALLOT CHECKLISTS (cont.) 
Cumulative letter ballots results are also accessed from the View Data Source Information page for the ballot. Figure 10 displays this page for SGD LB 99-19 (Checklist). Clicking on Review Answers button displays results for 

the ballot as shown in Fig. 14.
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DISCUSS FEATURE 
For longer comments on letter ballot checklists or on any project, folder or 

file, the discuss feature is used. This figure displays the Discussion page 
Discuss accessed from the View Data Source Information page for the SGD 
LB 99-19 (Fig. 10).
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Committee Correspondence 
-Keep ASME Codes and Standards Deparunent Informed-

COMMITTEE: Working Group on Supports 

SUBJECT: Review of NF-4220 
(Item NF-272) 

DATE: 11-23-99 

TO: Mr. PETE DEUBLER, P.E.  
Chairman, working group on supports 
Fronek Company Inc.  
15 Engle Street 
Englewood, NJ 07631 

CC: Mr. R.M. Dulin Jr.  
Mr. J.C. Hennart

ADDRESS WRITER CARE OF: 
UMA BANDYOPADHYAY, P.E.  
CARPENTER & PATERSON INC 
SADDLE BROOK, NJ 07663 
Telephone: (973) 772-1800 
Fax No.: (973) 772-8333

Dear Pete, 
I have finished the review ofNF-4220 & Appendix "K". I am 

recommending the following changes: 

NF-4221 -Revise (See attached marked-up sheets.) 
NF-4222 -- Revise (See attached marked-up sheets.) 

Appendix "K"-Revise (See attached marked-up sheets.).  

Please call me, if you have any questions.  

en ely yours, 

UMA BANDYOPADHYAY
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ARTICLE NF-.000 - FAB1RICATION AND INSTALLATION

NF-4213.2 Procedure Qualification Test. The proce
date qualification test shall be performed in the manner 
"stipulated in (a) through (f) below.  

(a) The sts shall be performed on three different 

"heats of material both befor and after sining to 

establish the effects of the forming and subsequent 
heat U=atment Operations.  

(b) Specimens shall be taken in accordance with the 

requitmcnts of NF-2000 and shall be taken from the 
tension side of the saained matcial 

(C) The percent strain shall be established by the 
following formulas: 

For cylinders: 

% stain = SoUNIR - (R/fIR)l 

For spherical or dished surfaces: 

% smain - 7S:1R[lt - (RIR,)]

For pipe:

% SAi"n - lOOrlR

(a) the maximum change of lateral expansim 
and ecnrgy of the =epera=r under consideration. r 

(b) the maximum change of =Vmperu at fte 

lotl expansion and cnergy levels under consider
ation or 

(2) when lateal expansion is the acceptance crin

rion (NF-UM0), esthe the maximum change in tempera
ture or the maximum chanle in lateral expansion.  

NF42L13. Acceptance Criteria for Formed Mass

di.a L Ito be acceptable, the formed mazena used in 

the suppor shall. have impact properties before 7forming 
sufficien= to compensate for the maximum loss of impaU 

Ppropaies due Ito the qualifid fo~izig procedure used.  

NF-4213.4 Requaldton. A new procdure qual
ificazdon gt is required when any of the following 
changes am made: 

(a) the actuai postweld het u=sment time at tmpw
ante is Pee hn~reviously qualified, conidering 
NF-2211; if the =mata is not posrweld heat u=a" 

the p=ocedure must be qualified without postweld hm 

(b) the mnaxium calculated stain of the ma1=W 
exceeds the peviously qualified s=in by more thn 

(c) where p•eheat over 250F is used in the forming 

or bending operation but not followed by a subsequct 
postweld hean teamienL 

NF-4214 Minimum Thickness of Fabricated 
Material 

If any fabrcaton operaton reduces the thickness 
below the m;inum required to saisfy the rules Of 

NF-3000. the mateial may be repaired in accordance 
with NF-4130.

NF-42 Toir e OrLE-ANdCES 

NF-421. Tolerances for Plate- and Shell-Type

111
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NF.4222 199 SECrTON 

NF-4222 Tolerances for Linear-Type Supports 

•~~ ~ "(vv'• 'may bce.S rccOmMUd1 in 0om 

datory Appendix K (Section MII. Division 1. Appendi 
ces), unless otherwise specified in the Design Specifica 
tions.  

NF-4223 Tolerances for Standard Supports 

Tolerances for Standard Supports may be as recoi 
mended in Appendix K (Section I3L Division 1. Appen.  

dices), unless otherwise specified in the Design Specii, 
cations.  

NF-4230 FITTING AND ALIGNING 

NF.4231 Fitting and Aligning Methods 

Pans that are to be joined may be filted, aligned 

and retained in position during the joining operation 

"by the use of banr, Ja chlamps, drift pins, tack W" 
or temporary atachments. Mechanicaldevicas shal Ik 
carefully used to avoid damage to surfaces of the pars 
and to avoid enlargement of bolt holes.  

NF.4231A Tack Welds. Tack welds used to secur 
alignment shall either be. removed completely, when 

they have served thei purpose, or their stopping and 

starting ends shall be properly prepamd by grinding 
or other suitable means so that they may be satisfactorily 

incorporated inio the final weld. Tack welds shall be 
made by qualified welders using qualified welding 
procedures. When tack welds are to become part of 

the finished weld. they shall be visually examined and 
defective tack welds removed.  

NF.4231.2 Column Bases 
(a) Column bases shall be set level and to conect 

elevation with full bearing on the masonry.  
(b) Column bases shall be finished in accordance 

with the requirements of (b)(l) through (3) below.  

(1) Rolled steel bearing plae 2 in. or less in 
thickness may be used without milling, prOvided a 

satisfactory contct bearing is obtained. Roiled steel 

bearing plates over 2 in. but not over 4 in. (102 mm) 
in thickness may be straightened by pressing or. if 

presses are not available, by milling for all bearing 
surfaces except those noted in (b)(3) below to obtain 

satisfactory contact bearing. Roiled steel bearing plates 

over 4 in. (102 mm) in thickness shall be milled for 

all bearing surfaces except as noted in (b)(3) below.

M. DIVISIONI

Attachment 4 

I- NF Page 3 of 1( 

TABLE NF-4232-1 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE OFFSET IN 

FINAL BUTT WELDED JOINTS

Section Thickness, in. Maximum Allowable Offset 

UP to 3/4, ka V's 
Ove %to 14inc t.J3 n 

Over 1/to 2, l. 30t 
Owr 2 Lesser of 1/t, or 3/. K.

(2) Column bases other than rolled steel bearing 
plates shall be planed for all bearing surfaces. except 
as noted In (b)3) below.  

(3) The bottom surfaces of bearing plates and 
column bases which am grouted to ensure fuil bearing 
contact on foundation need not be'planed.  

NF.4232 Maximum Offset of Aligned Sections 

Alignment of butt joints shall be such that the 
maximum offset of the finished weld will not be greater 
han the applicabl e amount listed In Table NF4=.3 
1. where t is the nominal thickness of the thinner 
section of the joint.  

"NF-4232.1 Fairing of Offsets. Any offset within 
-the allowable tolezrn of Table NF-4232-1 shall be 
blended uniformly over the width of the finished weld 
or. if necessar y. by adding additional weld metal beyond 
what would otherwise be the edge of the weld.  

NF-4240 REQUIREMENTS FOR WELDED 
JOINTS 

Bum welds may be made with or without backing 
or consumable insert rings. When the use of permanent 
backing rings is undesirable [NF-3226.1(a) or NF
3256.1(a)]: 

(a) the backing ring shall be removed and the inside 
of the joint ground smooth: or 

(b) the joint shall be welded without backing rings; or 
(k) consumable insert rings shall be used....

NF-4245 Complete Joint Penetration Welds 

Complete joint penetration is considered to be 
achieved when the acceptance criteria for the examina
tions specified by this Subsection have been met. No 
other examination is required to assess that complete 
penetration has been achieved.

112
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ARTICLE K-1000 
TOLERANCES

so K-.100 INTRODUCTION
* tolernces) on any manufacturing opration(s) affei! 

the support load capacity needs to be considered.

It is recognized that design of supports is based onf 

the use of nominal dimensions. This is not different 
from the design of piping or equipment which also is K-1320 Fabri TA 

based on nominal dimensions. Good design practice recommende'r i- _ 
dictates that the designer consider the degree of devia- .Te reco ende aximu ricatibelow.  

tion from nominal design which can be tolerated when Xto1raneS are listed in ( ough bellow Sc .... cc thl c he Dsipn 

supports are manufactured as well as when they a ,cran ited in the Des 
installed. It is the intent of this Appendix to pcation, Design portDesign Drawing, -"vw Ca act Data Sheet or Design Report 

guidance to the designer as to the need for establishing • Load Capacity 
. ..crances. t a Summary. It is the responsibility of the N-type 

u Certificate holder or QSC Supplier of Standard 
Supports to assure that tolerances associated with 

the ppport part have been considered.

us K-1200 OBJ•;I.TIV

oleranices referred to in this Appendix apply 

only to such values that may affect Code compliance 

of a support and are not already addressed in the body 

of the Code. Any other dimensions and tolerances 

,c•ndr•ted with a support arc not addrressed._

Material supplied to an SA. SB. SFA Specification.  

or Table NF-.•132-1 Dimensional Standards. need not 

have matenal dimensional tolerances specified by the 

support designer. Material provided to those specifica

tions and standards have their own tolerances and the 

use of norrunal dimension design is adequate. However.

a) 'Tolerances for raw material such as stip, sheet. bar, plate, pipe, tubing, structural and 
bar size shapes. bolting, hot wound springs 
and cold wound springs shall be in 
accordance with recognized standards or 
specifications.  

(b) Tolerances for castings, forgings and 
extrusions shall be to the individual 
manufacturer's standard.  

(c) Cut to length - linear 

(I) Hangerrods I la in.  

(2) Structural shapes. pipe and tubing for 
critical assembly make up dimensions 
±: I/ in. Squareness of cut I degree, 
not to exceed 1/S in. offset.  

(3) Plates and bars for critical dimensions 
+ I/$ in "Squareness of cut I degree, 
not to exceed I /S in. offset.  

(4) Tolerances for non-critical dimensions 
shall be to the individual manufacturers's 
standard.

325
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(d) Clamps for pipe and tubing, formed and 
Fabricated, are shown in Table K-1320-1 

(e) Threads 

(I) Screw threads- Shall be in 
Conformance with ANSI/ASME 
B1.1-1989 or National Bureau of 
.Standard Handbook H-28, UNC 
2A/2B for the coarse thread series 
and SUN 2A/2B for the eight 
thread series.  

(2) Pipe threads - Standards straight 
pipe threads for supports shall 
be ANS/ASME BI120.1 - 1983 
"NPSM and NPSL, Standard 
Straight Pipe Threads.  

(3) Tapered pipe threads - Shall be in 
conformance with ANS/ASME 
B 1.20.1-1983 NPT.  

(f) Welds 

(1) Weld size: All welds-plus only, no 
minus.  

(2) Weld length 
For welds < 3 in long: + no max, 
-1/S in.  

For welds > 3 in long: + no max, 

-1/4 in.  

(g) Angularity 

All forming operations +.4 degrees.  

(h) Punched Holes 

(1) Location - ceznter to edge, or center 
to center+ I/8 in.  

325A

(2) Diameter- plus 0.2 times metal 
thickness or minus 1/32 in. (1mm).  

(i) Drilled Holes 

As specified on manufacturer's 
drawings.  

(j) Machined Parts 
As specified on manufacturer's 
drawings.

K-1330 INSTALLATION TOLERANCES 

(a) Installation tolerances of supports need to .  
be established. There are two categories of 
installation tolerances associated with a support.  
The first is a local installation tolerance affecting 
only the load capacity of the support itself. The 
second being a global installation tolerance 
which may affect the conclusions of the ,pV component or piping qualification..  

(b) The support Design Specifiat( 
Design Report, Design Report S ary, or Load Capacity Data Sheea pecify local 

installation tolerances. Table K-1330-1 provides Ae 
acceptable local installation tolerances for piping supports. When piping support installation meets 
these'tolerances any change in the established 
piping support load capacity calculations are 
adequate. Global installation tolerances should 
be addressed in the piping or component Design 
Specification or Design report.  

(c) It is the responsibility of the Construction 
Specification or Design report Summary preparer 
to incorporate any component and piping support 
installation tolerances into the Construction 
Specification.

,4A 
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TABLE K- 1320-1 

CLAMP TOLERANCES

Attachmet 4 
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325B

11'

Pipe Centerline 
CLAMP. l.D.D Diameter to Load Bolt Hole 

up to 2 in :t 1/16 in. * 1/8 in.  

over 2 in. to 4 in. * 1/8 in. * 1/8 in.  

over 4 in. to 8 in. * 3/16 in. * 1/4 in.  

over 8 in. to 18 in. * 1/4 in. * 3/8 in.  

over 18 in. to 30 in. * 3/8 in. * 1/2 in.  

over 30 in. * 1/2 in. d: 1/2 in.  

Notes" 

(a) Clamp I.D. equals pipe or tubing O.D. plus suitable 
clearence as established by the clomp monufoturer 

(b) Clamp I.D. measured at one half of the clomp width.

JI - - oo-ww-
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TABLE K-2330-1 
LOCAL INSTALLATION TOLERANCES FOR PIPING SUPPORTS

Total 
Item Tolerance Configuration 

I. Tolerance for General Measurement/inst•*a/tiOn 

A) Deviations in the location of the centerline of any attachment to1/in 
the flange centerline of building steel member(s) or piping support 
"steel member(s); if the support drawing specifies an offset, the =1/4 In. In.  
attachment may be relocated to any distance towards the centerline 
of the member to facilitate installation.  

8) Deviation of back-to-back distance for channels with rod type =114 in.  
component support.  

C) Deviation in the centerline angular orientation of piping support =2* auInlgli 
steel memoers in the horizontal or vertical planes. clue 

at 2 deg.  

II II 
II II 

- IFI Ft=I 
D) Deviation in the centerline location of attachments between flanges = 1/4 in.  

of building steel members.  

11d in. i flw " 
ewen Between

326 Attachment 4 
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TABLE K-1330-1 

LOCAL INSTALLATION TOLERANCES FOR PIPING SUPPORTS (CONT'D) 

Total 

Item Tolerance Configuration 

I. Torlerances for Attachment Installation 

A) Deviations in the location of attachments to piping Support steel 

member with two ends attached to the building structure (ends -b in.6 a in. 6 01i.1 " 

may be pinned or fixed).sin si.  

8) Deviations in the centerline location of attachments along building z~in. --

steel member length.  

Along Aln 

c) Deviation in conical angularity of snubber or strut attachments to 

piping support steel member or building steel member 
* 10 need fot be iustifieed 

"5* is more reasonable and should be considered in the designeres 9 1 

calculations to allow = 5 in practice. I dog .  

Subject to limitations defined by hardware manufacturer. 4V 

D) Deviation in angularity of rod type component attachments to back

to-back Channels.  
2" need not be lustified =50 

:5 °s more reasonable and sthould be considered in the-oesigner's a 6 deg.  

calculations to allow : 5' in practice. j 2 deoq, K

Attachment 4 
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TABLE K-1330-1 
so LOCAL INSTALLATION TOLERANCES FOR PIPING SUPPORTS (CONT'D) 9/,,

Total 
Item Tolerance Configuration 

111. Tolerance for Piping$ Sapot, Steel Member frJatal/tion 

A) Deviation in the length of steel member with two ends attached to .3 In. I1: 
the building structure (ends may be pinned or fixed). -6 in. --j-, 

B) Deviation of component attachment centerline for a single steel 
cantilever member attached to the building structure.-

a 

Note: A cantilever with a kneebrrace connection has the same +3 In. Z 

installation tolerances as a single cantilever. See items (0) and 
ME) for kneebrace tolerances.  

Atta€ime,' 

C) Deviation of connection centerline for double (or more) carttilevet. An3I8Vlne .  
See figure.  

Note: Any cantilever member (single, both members of a double, 41/ in.  

etc.) can be shortened any distance required to complete N lii 

installation.  

0) Deviation in kneeorace angie withi resoect to cantilever. ÷5*. -3* 
6. deog.  

S - "3deg./ 

7. •Work 

E) Deviation in brace work point with respect to cantilever. :1 in. poi. r. i 

/-;0ý

328
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TABLE K.1330-1 
I nrtL INSTALLATION TOLERANCES FOR PIPING SUPPORTS (CONT'D)

Total 
Tolerance Configuration 

m ToeacItir

IV. tolerances for Concrete Etnansion AnChor tCEAJPlate InstalSation

V

A) Deviation in conical angularity of CEA

B) Deviation of ceterline of attactiment with respect to specified 

attachment point.
-- ,V2 in.

t12 in 
0 0 

112 in.

C) Deviation of CEA location with respect to design location.* 

I Minimum edge distance must be maintained.

V. Tolerances for Emrbeonent Plate Attachment InstallatiOn 

Deviation n attacnment centerline with respect to embedment plate 

design location.  

A) Individual embedrment plate

B) Strip embedment plate 
1) perpendicular to longitudinal axis 

2) along longitudinal axis

Note: The designer shall determine the appropriate distances to be 

maintained between centerline or edge of attachments and edge 

of embeoment plates.

Attachment 4 Page io of /
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= 1/4 in.

:1/4 in.  (See Note)

:i/4 in.  (See Note) 
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TABLE K-1330-1 
LOCAL INSTALLATION TOLERANCES FOR PIPING SUPPORTS (CONT'D)

11

Total 

Item Tolerance 

V1. T~leraniceS for Stanadzd SUPPoPT Com00onent Selling / 

A) Deviation in variable spring load settings. =10% of specified-loads 

DJ ,,,~ iI~I ,_. i ............ :i.j -- ±--1/4 in. of specified position

wtiti+ ncn non + .... ....  V C) Deviation in cold setting of snubber. =1/4 in. of sPecifiedt Setting 

" VII. Miscellaneous Tolerances 

A) Deviation in gap between pipe and supporting steel member (in nons - Gap (G) Size 

port direction) G C 1/8 in. -0 in.  

1/8 in. c G c L/2 in. + Z in., -0 
:o W / in. + 212 in., -1/M in.  

B) Deviation in dimensions of piping support lugs applicable measurement toler
ance 

C) Deviation in weld size specifiee size minimum 

Deviation in weld length 

For welds <3 in. long -1I8 in., no max.  

For welds 23 in. long -1/4 in., no max.

Attachment 4 Page /1 of I
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COMMITTEE CORRESPONDENCE 

ASME SECTION III

COMMMITEE :W.G. on-support Address writer care of: 
Jean Claude Henart 
Tracetbel Energy Engineering 
Avenue Ariane, 7 
B-1 200 BRUSSELS 
Belgium 
T61. 3227739625 
Fax 322 773 8220 

e.mail : jean-claude.hennart@tractabel.be

Subject: WGNF- 274 

Date: M•e- 23, f17l

To: Dulin Jr., Robert M., Engineering Manager 
Duke Engineering & Services Inc.  
1180 Town Center Dr 
MS 617 
Las Vegas, NV 89134-6363 - USA

Dear Bob, 

I have inclosed herewith the new mark-up for item NF-274 on Lamellar L uring.

Meriy Christmas and Happy New Year,

I
I

.TPRACT"/REL '
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(3) partial penetration, single welded between the 
end surface of a closed tubular section or a closed 
formed, section, Fig. NF-32.26.l.1. skcetch (h); 

(4) the applicable welds may be square groove, 
bevel groove. J groove, Rlare V groove or flare bevel 
groove.  

NF-3226.Z Stress Intensities and Stress Liisfor 
Welded Joints In Plate. and Shell-Type Supports 

(a) Dedign Limiti. The stress intensity and allowable 
stress limits which must be sati Isfiled for welds for the 
Desigr Loadings stated In the Design Specification 
shall be the following.  

(1) Full Penetration Grooe-r Welds. The stress 
intansity limits for full penetration groove welds shall 
nor-c~mceed the applicable stress intatsity value for the 
ba~se m etal being joined, as specified in N*F-221 .1 and 
Tab!: N?-3324.5(a)-l. See NF-3111.  

(2) Partial Penetration Groove W~elds 
(a) Compression. No~r~al to Effeetive Th rowr or 

S~hear on Effective 7throa~t The stress 'intensity &Ad 
stress limaits shall be the samte as those for the base 
metal as required in NF-3221.1.  

Mb Tension Normal to the Axis on the EffectilVe 
Throat. The stress lirnits shall be as specified in Table 
N-F-3324.S(a)-1.  

(3) Filler lV alds. The allowable stress limits for 
fillet welds shall be as specified in Table NF
3324.5(a)-i.  

(b) Service Limits. Level A 7through A. and 
Test. The rules and stress limits which must be satisfied 
for welds for any Level A through D Service and Test 
Loadings stated in the Design Specification are those 
given in NF-3226.2(a) multiplied by the appropriate 
base material suns: lirnit factor g;iven In Table NP-

3622(b)-i for Piping Supports and Table NF-3522(b}
1I for Component Supports.  

(c) The effective sizes of welds shall be as 
given in NF-3324J5(d) and NF-3324.5(O).

DESIGN BY ANALYSIS FOR 
CLASS 2 AND~ MC

Plate- and Shell-Type Supports may be designed by.  
either elastic or limit analysis, limits for which are 
given in ilie following subparagraphs. Limits for bolts 
and wel. ds augiven IIn IT-3255 ani NF-32S6. For 
general.requirc~mcnis and defin~tions. see NF-3100 and 
INIF-32 10.  

NF-3251 Stress Limits 

NF-323.51 Design Loadings. The srress2 limits ame 
satisfied for the Design Loading.s Q?*CA-2 142.1) stated 
it. the Design Specifications if the requirements of Eqs.  
(1) and (2) arc meot.

ag S L.OS

~47g +~ S_-: 1.55

(1) 

(2)

Where 
aMembrane stress, ksi. which is the average Stress 

across the solid section under consideration. It 
includes the effects of discontinuities. but niot 
local stress concenitriions.  

o-2 bending stress, ksi, which is :he linear varying1 

wnes, marn ght maximum normal taxi (principal hSIM").

51

.a&

NF-3226.3 Consideration of lamellar tearing 

Welded joint configuration cuigsgficant through thickness tensile stress during 
fabrication. and tior service-on rolled product orsshould be avoided.However if this 
type of construction is used. the designer should consider one or several of the 
following factors that may reduce the susceptibility of the joint to expcrience lameflar 
tearing : 

(a) Reduce voltime of weld metal to the extent practical; 

(b) Invoke any of the special fabrication requirements of Paragraph NF-4441.

ý1-3250
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(3) Fillet "Weds. The allowable stress imIt for 
fillet welds shall be as specified in Table NP-3324.5 
(a)-i.  

, (bJ Service Li~mu. level A Throush D. and Test.  
The rules and stress limits which must be satisfied for 
. . isfray L eve AthouhD D Serie and TCUo 
Loading stated. in the Dsign Specification am those * " 

ivenn in NF-3356.2(a) multiplied by the appropriate " 
base material stress limit factor given in Table NP- -- " 

362()t o P~ipng Supports and Tal -F36( 

I for Component Supports. 

NF.3256.3 Effective Size. The effective sizes of 
welds shall be as given in N.W.3324.5(d). (e). and (0. -5 

NT-3260 DESIGN BY ANALYSIS FOR 
CLASS 3 

NF-3261 Stress Limits t 

Thc design of Class 3 supports shall be in accordance .  
with the requirements of NF.3250 using one of the Q.  

design procedures indicated In Table NF-3131(a)-I for • . j_ .  

Class 3 constructio'n. C 

N*F.3265 Design of Bolting *; 

The provisions of NF-3225 apply.  

NF.3266 Desigan of Welded joints Ell0 

The types of welded joints shall be as stipulated in . .  
?'l.3256 for Class 2 and MC supports, except that for i 
groove welded T-joints. groove welded comner joints. 46 
and fillet welded T-joints, as listed In NF-3256.1(a)l2) .  
and (3). the weldi _s b i..mail..t ad .of Q V 

continuous. Interrnitent filiet welds shall meet the rc
quirernents of NF-3324.5(d)(7). The allowable stress U 

limits shall be as stipulated in NF-3256.2.  

NF-3270 EXP.IMENTAL STRESSt 

ANALYSIS 

Supports may be designed by experimental stress 
analysis in accordance with Appendix II (Section MI.  
Division 1. Appendices).  

N'F.32=0 DE-SIGN-, BY LOAD RATING' 

NF-3281 Procedure for Load Rating 

The procedure for load rating shall consist of impos
ing a total load on one or more duplicate full-size

57
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NF-3324J

(7) Effective Shearing Area of Plug and Slot Welds.  
The effective shearing area of pluil and slot welds shall 
be considered as the norminal cross.sectional area of 

the hole or slot in the plane of the faying surface.  
Full Pene'oricn and Par iMl Penetration Joinu.  

The effective area shall be the effective weld lengt.  
multiplied by the effective throat thickness.  

(t) The effective weld lenSth for any groove weld, 
square or skewed, shall be the length of weld throughout 
which the correct proportioned cross section exists. IA 
a curved weld it shall be its true length measured 
along its' curvature.  

(2) The effective throat thickness of a full peneta
tlon groove weld which shall conform to the require.  
ments of NF-4000 shall be the thickness of the thinner 
part joined. No increase is permItted for weld rein

* forcement.  
(3) The effective throat of partial penetration 

groove welds is dependent upon the type of groove.  
(a) For square. U, and J groove welds, the 

effective throat is equal to the depth of preparations.  
(b) For V and bevel groove welds with an 

included angle at the root equal to or greater than 60 
deg.. the effective throat shall be the minimum distance 
from the root to the face of the weld.  

(c) For V and bevel groove welds with an 
included angle at the root less than 60 deg. but equal 
to or greater than 45 deg.. the effective throat shall 
be the minimum distance from the root to the face of 
the weld less / 1 in. (3.2 mn-).  

(d) For V and bevel groove welds, with an 
included angle at the root less than 45 deg. but equal 
to or greater than 30 deg.. the effective throat shall 
be the minimum distance from the root to the face of 
the weld less '4 in. (3.2 mn) and multiplied by .0.75.  
The required effective throat mus: be specified on the 
drawing.  

(e) For V '.'ad bevel ..oove welds, angles less 
than 30 cle. at the root are not allowed.  

Cri For llw.= bevel Troove welds., when filled 
flush to the surfa:e. the effective throat Siall'e- 0.31 
timcs the outside radius of the cc.ved section forming 
the groove. For formed recz.lula. tubing. the outside 
radius may be considered as two times the wall 
thicl.css.  

(g) For farte V groove we!di, when filled flush 
to the surfa:c. the effective throat shall be 0.5 (except 
use 0.375 for GMAW when R a 1,A in. (13 mm) tires 
the outside radius when the outside radius is less than 
I in. For flare bevel groove weld;, the effective ihroat 
shall be 0.312 times the outside radius.

80

- NF-3324.6 Design Requirements for Bolted Joints.  
The rules and stress ismits for bolting shall be as given 
In this paragraph. The stess limits w.1Ich must be 
satisficd for any Design. Level A tlu ough D, and 
Test Loadings. shall be those given in this paragraph, 
multiplied by the appropriate stress limit factors given 
in Table NF-322S.2-1 far the particular Loading speci
fied in the D~eign Specification (NCA-32.0). This 
product shall not exceed the yield st,:ngth of the 
.matedal at temperature.  

(a) Allotable Sressie. Allo,*blte ter.;ile. shearing.  
and bearing stresses in bolts and threaded pilu shall

I
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR- REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. SWU40m 

December 1. 1999
John H. Ferguson, Chairm'an 
ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards 
Northeast Ut11ilities' 
..Mill'stone Nuclear Power Station 
Ropeferry Road

P~eIfoi'i*

Att.achment 6 

Page / Of9

vvalienori CT 00385-0128 J ./ 
Dear Mr. Fergusmr C i,~ 

Tehe Purpose for this letter is to request ASME action to address issues related to the effecs of the reactor wfaer. environmhent on the reduction of fatigue life of light water A~:'p reactor (LWR) cmontsThes effctsand4IsgUes; have been under discussion between the Nuclear Rsg Ia tory Cormmssion (NRC) staff' ASMIE and Pressure Vessel Research Counhci (MVC). co m-ittees, and th~ eý te1chnl community for over 12 years.  The need to a ddre~ss this issue continues',to becýome more Important In light of the aging 'of plants, chi nies In other parMe of the fatigue analysor, addregssedby t1he Code, and the renewal of plant licensbes for a n`additional 20 years fi eaj mpedt o xs to support the required changes.

The NRC has sponsiored a research programo Olenvironmentally Assisted Cracking in * Light Water 1Reictdrs. (LWRs) * At Argonne' Naioinal abo rutory (AWL) since 1978. One of the tasks of the program ha ento understand* an quantif the effects of LWR coolant 
environments on the faiguie 06e of pressure vessel end piping steels. Results from * studies In Japanm and those ot ANL Illus~trate potentially significant effects of LWR coolant environments on the fatigue resistance of carbon and. low-lloy steels and of sustenitic stai nless steels.' ljdercýert .shloa ,din' and Ienviron men tat conditions the reactor water environmerintal off ects alone substantially exceed the reductions in the current design curve ~ ~ ~ d to, acontfr h df eree between specimen tests end component behavior.  Based on these studies, NRC and AWL staff have bee n recomhmendIng to ASME Coda commoittes and to the Soifd on Nuclear C 6 ' and Stin4ar s(BC)snetele I 980s that the ASME. Code fatigue. design curves need~ to be updated to incorporate the 'effects of reactor coolant environments. Background for this recommendation is provided in the enclos3ure.  

Although. the existing fatigue design curves are non-conservative for certain LWR conditions and environments, the ourrant design procedures. e.g.. strass analysis rules, Cycle counting, Oet., are conse'rvative eno-ugh that the'ovesrall a~sessment of fatigue lIfe has been cofluervative'. However, thet Code permits, new Improved approaches for fatigue eval u tions. e.g., rinite ele0me Int anal ysesii , fatique monitoring, Improved Ke facors et., hih cn sgnican~yreduce th cnservatiam in the other elements of * the present design methods. To ensure that the ove'rall assessment maintains a degree of conservatism -tons iiste- nt'with that chosen for the fatigue limit in air. the current understanding rega~rding environmnental effects Should*1be incorporated fInto the ASME Code for fatigue evaluations a* discussed above.
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Because of the need for NRC and industly 1o conduct fatigue reviews and Analyses in .onjunctior with license renewal activities, and because environmental effects need to be incorporated in these anarys., WGe request that theASME Code be revised to Include S methods for IncOrput~ing the environmental effects, ito th Code prceur and in the analyses. The NRC can supplorl the uS* of either environmentally adjusted fatigue Sdesign cuves, or the•ue of fatigue life• correction factors (without the Z factor) as 
discussed in the enclosure.  

I request that the ASME address the issue of incorporating the environmental affects on fatigue in the Code prcurs••nmi expedited basis. in addltion, I request that the "fatigu de-sign air cure or stairnless steeisIn Secýtin EiM be corrected to reflect the available data In h ane defator of. 2 an strai or20 on cyces. NRC staff and CO'iact ors ar•t e ready to work with various ASME Code committees to bring about the 
: • irequired changes includingiiicipetion in meetings to discuss these issues. Please let "me k now what action. the ASME Code wil be undertaking to address these issues and needs.  

Sincerely.  

John W. Craig. Director 
SDivis!on of Engineering Technology 
0O¢e of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

Cc: G.M. Eisenberg (ASME) 0. F. Hedden. Chair Sec XJ 
C. J. PIpPer. Chair Sec III 
0. A. Canonico, Chair BPVSC 

fRelhn Film (JWC) 
MED Bmnch Rading FMe 

DOCUMENT kAMEO- w~~,Ial., 0 i .7° w" o fM * NW - ~k ft'd n m t' ft 11112~l : "0" 0 COOV Wi .W , I m mA mffi oft* SU " 

DATE Ir ON: .. I 
DIYRUUIO:OMFCIAI 1NICORO COWPROCo

R. WESSMANI 
K. WJCMMAIi 
L HACKETT 
P. KAU0U~mw
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The AS ,ME Code fatigue design cuves. given in Appendig I of Section III, are based on StTrl -ifl Is~ tesle of small polished seimens aMtnro temperature in air. The Maigu~ desigon curve-s wiis devel'op'ed from the mean curves for the. experlmental data by~ ~ ~ R. :euigteftgelf at each point on themacue by s fatr of 2 on strain or 20 n cc6s, whichever Was- mor Qnsmnaitiv.Tis reducinwas. intended to account fordaa sater het.4o.-hia varabliy) e..fec- of men tres or loading history. and the differences* 'n surface codto n iebtentetstpecimens and actual 
Components. Haowvir, becus theea faiu cur. us d to "vlop the current 

Codedesin cuve or austenitic stainletss steels does not accuratelreesnth 
a.ilb; exeimna dat (Jsk . O ei 1978), the c.urrent design curve for stainiess steels in Section III inplud0eis.a reducption r of Only 1 .5 and 15 from the mean curve * for the stainless stee Iaa o h n 0oiial intended. As explicitly noted In 

Subsection NB-3121 of'Section 111 of the Coft,'the effects of the LWR coolant environment are not addressed in the current Code fatigue design curves. This Subecton tats hattheownr' deignspeifcations should provide information an anymrduction'to fatig ue desilg- curVis'lnecessltatid Wy evironmental conditions.  

In. 1991, the ASME BNCS. requested the PVRC to examine the existing worldwide fatigue 
strin s.lif (-N)dat ad dveoprcommendations for ASME. The PVRC 

comte n ccyclic Arf and einviro6hnmental effec.ts* has evaluated the issue and. at fts 
June¶5,199 metin in Co 6m s Ohio(Wedn Research Council Program Report, Vo.LXNo. 5/6.. al~unie 199) the, c mmite endorsed a method for Inc~orporting the. effects of LWR coolant environ Iments, into the ASME Code fatigue evaluations. The * eecuiv Diecor ofPR as transmitted their recomimendations and approach to 1Implem~ent envirornmentel ftigue pro'cedures to theASME BNC. by letter from Hollinger to Ferguson rdatead Oc tober 3'1, "P. The' mthodolog Iy, pr opo.0s5d by EPRI/GE (EPRI TR- l05759 and PY-o.36) Is based on thie use of fatigue life correction factors (F.) to account for environmental eAfcts an fatigue lIre.  

The. PVRC recommendetlon also defines an tmeffectlve- F.~, FWZ, where Z is a factor that costftutes the Wterivd .conservatism In the Code design curves, L~e., the portion of that factor. o'f 20 that is Judged not -actually niecessary, to account for data scatier, surface flnhl14. etc. PAC, pr~opoasd the 'fact*or" Z s30frcro n -alloy steels and 1.5 
for stainless steals. 'the NRC does not cuirrently Support the "effectivee F.., approach, although It had prOVIously oCceptsda smlr a *pprMoah f. twL ies eea 
Applications.4 Recent reports from Japan (PVP 1299ya,Vl 388, pg. 161) and also flndings from the ANL work- (to be Lpresi nted at the I1CONE!-8conferenmbs In April 2000) indicate that tve entire margin of 20 is expendsed by factors other than the environmental effects.  Also; the effective F., approach presumnes that sif oer uncerantehaebn 
anticipated and accounted for.  

The NRC sponsored, work at ANIL has also studied methods for incorporating *environmental effects into ASME Code Section III fatigue evaluations (NUREG/CR.8683.  
NUR~iCR7O4)Twoprocdurs heeben proposed: (a.) use of environmentally 

* a jus ed atgue des gn ur es r f ) us F to adjust the current A SM E Code fatig ue usage values (or einvironimental efcts. Although estimates of fatigue lives basedl on the



two methods may differ somewhat because of differences between the ASME mean 
curves used to develop the currant dssgn cur'ves andthe bst-flt curves to the existing 
data used to developi e environmentally adjusted uves, the NRC can support either of 
these methods aS they provide- an" acptable approach to account for environmental 
affects.  
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The Sub-Group Fatigue Strength provides the following response to mr.oiwy w, the Sub-Group Design Analysis.  

1. The Class I fatigue curves should only be modified if a majority (2/3) of the components in a plant are significantly affected by environmental effects. My impression of the PVRC and EPRI studies is that the majority of the piping systems are not significantly affected.  

Answer:. The Sub-Group Fatigue Strength is not proposing a change to the fatigue Curves. The existing curves are the proper reference curves for most applications.  

2. For components that are significantly affected, a simple penalty factor should be defined-by the Code. The penalty factor should be a variable dependent on which influence parameters (chemistry, strain rate, etc.) are present for a particular component.  

Answer: The Sub-Group Fatigue Strength proposes concept of the 'P factor' first proposed by Dr. Higuchi and Dr. lida. The concept has been further .developed by EPRI, PVRC, Argnne, TEMPES, and others. The use of a penalty factor should only be applied to that portion of the transient that the particular environment applies. We do not recommend the use of alternate 
curves than the reference design curve.  

3. The penalty factor should not be based only on environmental effects. The total factor of safety on fatigue .is comprised of several factors (environmental, size, scatter, etc.).'We should not just increase-the total FS by the increase in the environmental factor. A major concern in design is that the size factor my be larger than necessary. tThat is, the small specimen based fatigue procedure overpredicts damage for the actual size components.] We need to review the interdependence of all factors that go into the total FS to come up with a penalty factor.  

Answer: The Sub-Group Fatigue Strength has reviewed the basis for the '2 and 20' factors currently included in the Code curves for low alloy carbon steel. The '20' Factoris composed of several contributors. One of those contrbutors is the environmental effect; This has a value of about 4. The proposed methodology has a threshold value such that the environmental P Factor is not used Until the threshold Value is exceeded. The result is that the present penalties are used unless the threshold is exceed and then only for that portion of the transient. For stainless steets a similar concept has been 'proposed by EPRI and others, but there is more development needed. The presentation by Mr. Nakamura is the beginning of data on stainless steels. He validated the P Factor for a specific design condition. This was then presented as a curve.



4. Guidance should be provided on a more detailed analysis procedure for environmental effects (for example, the EPRI proposed procedure) if the designer does not want to use the conservative penalty factor.  

Answer: The Sub-group Fatigue Strength does not propose using an overall penalty factor. TheP Factor may be applied to the entire fatigue calculation, but should only applied where the threshold is exceeded. The procedure 
should developed by PVRC or EPRI, but may not necessarily a Code item.  

5. We do a fatigue analysis for thermal expansion cycling in Class 2/3 piping. A Class 2/3 penalty factor needs to be developed.  

Answer: The Sub-group Fatigue Strength agrees with this suggestion. The P Factor approach would also work for Class 2/3. There would have to be some additional work because'the P Factor is applied to the Cumulative Usage Factor and NC/ND do not make this computation.  
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SIMULATION OF TEST #37 (RunS) 
"USING SHELL ELEMENT 

(Japanese Joint Research Result ) 

Dec. 14. 1999 
at ASME SWG-SR 

Hiro. Kobayashi 
Ishikawajima.Harlma Heavy Industries Co.. Ltd.  
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.- BACK GROUND (1) 

!994: NEW SEISMIC RULES had issued 
LEVEL D: primary stress C- 4.5Sm 

dead weight stress s O5Sm 
stress range by anchor motion 

bending.s 6.OSm. axial s 1.0Sm 

PFDRP : Test #37 ( ELBOW), #39 (TEE ), #40 ( RED) 
Excessive deformation had been observed.  

SH-2

Japanese Joint Resarh Pwpnstaty 

EXCESSIVE DEFORMATION (PFDRP) 

Excitation Excitation 
Direction Direction 

E x c ita tio n _ _. .4.  
Direction 

#37 #39 #40
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GROUND (3)
FEM analysis by elbow element 

can not simulate 
the response(rotation) after 20sec. of run5 

(out of current seismic stress limits)

FEM analysis using the shell element 
- Static analysis 
- Dynamic analysis 

SH-5
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BACK GROUND (2 ) 
FEM analysis on test #37 by Elbow element 

1) Verification of simulation method by comrparison with 
experiment ( RUN4) 

2) Parametric study 
a ) Dead weight stress 
b ) Seismic input level 
c ) Frequency ratio 

(Dominant Freq. of Input ) I ( Natural Freq. of Pipe) 

-NEW SEISMIC RULES was verified to prevent 
EXCESSIVE DEFORMATION by simulation 

SH.4
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STATIC ANALYSIS CONDITION

ANALYSIS CODE: ABAQUS Ver. 5.8 
ELEMENTS: 8 NODES SHELL ELEMENTS 
THICKNESS: DISTRIBUTION 

At end of RUN4 from -QUICK LOOK REPORT" 
DIAMETER: OVAL SECTION 

At end of RUN4 from "QUICK LOOK REPORT' 
LOAD: DISPLACEMENT LOAD 
PROCEDURE: STATIC ELASTO-PLASTIC ANALYSIS 

with LARGE DEFORMATION OPTION 

SH-6 

, ~~~~Japan ese Join t R ose ar h P or, k r

STATIC ANALYSIS MODEL

59 , 152mmn SchlO J4mm 
"aB "952mm 
Sch.80 11 ornm 
aB :16 3mm 
SchSO 12 7mm

���-0 

0 

0 

j
SH-7
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MATERIAL MODEL

-7-.7E,1- =_-. 4:G A ,.:" 

* :'cs*~. f.J DiC 

.&a~aes. Ya8;o'a ° . • Fr C :34 !9;T3f-

From CycJec T@61

MV 
1' 0 w..  

:1 -

Young~s Modulus: 
1 95000N/mM 2 

Hardening rule: 
COMBINATION Theory 
in ABAQUS

SH.9

-AP ano1 m Joint ResarIh ProMM y , 

STATIC ANALYSIS MODEL(Close up)
0.134-0.139 in.

Thickness Distribution
SH-8

II

SH-8
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STATIC ANALYSIS -RESULT(Mopment-rotafion)

S00 

4MI.  

iAn
5i EndI 

SH-ELL ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
Moment- Rotation ELBOW ELEMENT ANALYSIS SHi-10

Japanese Joini ReSearch Propr..tany 

STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT (2) 

6 "---- -OUT-SIDE 
4 IN-SDE 

•.-- 0 * .....  
S-2 .- " 

.2.  c -4

,- -6 -~ -z~p: 

-8 
-10 

-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 
Rotational Angle (rad) 

SH-1 1

F 1

i
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STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT (3) 

41" 

io , -... = - • .,.".',.  

A-A SECTION 

A DEFORMATION SH-12 
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STATIC.ANALYSIS RESULT (4) 

I ".• 4/.  

A-A SECTION 

JDEFORMATJCNS..1
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STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT (5) 

ZAN I, I 

ftt 

-. .*..  

A-A SECTION 

DEFORMATION SH-14 
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STATICANALYSIS RESULT (6) 

S. 
• J 

'I.~t = l* m 'U , 
\ 

j-A. SECTION 

DEFORMATION SH-15
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STA.TIC ANALYSIS -RESULT (8)

2-I 

* -. 4.. * I .�a. -

I � 
we 

*2 *fle* Sag. -.

MiDEFORMATION SH-17

A-A SECTION
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STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT (9) 

'• ~ H o strin Ins ... "" ide SH-18 

-- * .."-L 

.+,.T . , .... AN LY I RE UL 

""o .. s. .S S* -* 

Hoop strain:• Inside SH.18 

lap ans Oin Rineinitch P~t~pl~rq18/ yl 

STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT 11 

"*. e - .,.  

Hoo sta.n .nid
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..-... STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT(13) 

t -° 

- o i 
,. L ... . ..-.-.. 

i,,• w a~o .1¢. I 

Hoop strain: Inside SH.20 

S .. ... : _apan~re Joint Res.earch Poonete , S TATtC ANALYSIS RESULT 15 
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Hoop strain:• Inside SH.21
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-STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT (17 1 
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- STATIC ANALYSIS RESULT 20) 
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• -o,, .. . .• .- ., ..  0 ft -4 

45 d og eg A d 

-180 deg 0 90 180 270 360 
j %, NLOCATION ON SECTION A (deg) 

Hoop strain distribution SH.
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Dynamic Anarysis Model for #ý7(Run 5)

Sz, 30 
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Input Data
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SSimulation Results for #37 Run5 
"SiMua-tio .n Re-suits 

(e~~~l mj Test Results Simulation Results 
,(elbq;•lem.) helee.  
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Simulation Results (Time=os) 

I • , . *.  

-"-- !Horizontal 
-. . Istrain 

•.-: :•i cont our 

=j0Outer Surface 

4 A jnner Surface 
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Simulation Results ('ime=18.75 s) 
*" . a" :~~~ ~~ Al ,•:..•.jo 

* ~Horizontal 
Strain 
Contour 

.= •:Outer Surface 
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Simulation Results (Time=32.25 s)
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Horizontal Strain
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CONCLUSION 

Excessive deformation observed at run5 can be 
simulated by FEM analysis using shell element 

* Excessive deformation at run5 was progressed by 
stiffness reduction of elbow due to ovalization of 
cross section.  

* Stress condition of run 5 is out of current seismic 
stress limits (over 20Sm) 

• FEM by elbow elem. can reproduce response up 
to 0.1rad. in rotation(run4:OO7rad. & lOSm) 
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